Abstract: This paper uses a unique dataset of audit trail transactions to examine the trading behavior of market makers in the Treasury bond futures market when Long-Term Capital Management (LTCM) faced binding margin constraints in 1998. Although identities are concealed in the dataset, I find strong evidence that during the crisis market makers in the aggregate engaged in front running against customer orders from a particular clearing firm (coded "PI7") that closely match various features of LTCM's trades through Bear Stearns. That is, market makers traded on their own accounts in the same direction as PI7 customers did, but one or two minutes beforehand. Furthermore, a significant percentage of market makers made abnormal profits on most of the trading days during the crisis. Their aggregate abnormal profits, however, were more than offset by abnormal losses realized after the private sector recapitalization of LTCM. Moreover, I show that before the rescue, a market maker's cumulative abnormal profit was positively correlated both to her tie as contra party with PI7 and to the intensity of her front running, but these relationships turned negative after the rescue. The overall evidence suggests that the recapitalization plan effectively relaxed LTCM's binding constraints and therefore reversed the profitability of front running.
"Markets can remain irrational longer than you remain solvent."  JOHN MAYNARD KEYNES
One of the most astounding financial events in 1998 was the near collapse of Long-Term Capital Management (LTCM), a fabled hedge fund staffed with famous traders and renowned financial economists. After dramatic successes in the first four years since it opened in 1994, LTCM began to suffer heavy losses from global financial turmoil triggered by a Russian debt default in mid-August of 1998. Amid fears that LTCM's fall might lead to costly disruptions in world financial markets, the Federal Reserve Bank of New York hosted a meeting of fourteen financial institutions on Sept.
23 that led to a $3.625 billion private sector recapitalization of LTCM on Sept. 28, 1998.
The aftermath continued until October.
During the crisis, there were many press reports about how market participants exploited LTCM's weakness by "front running", but very little compelling evidence has been available to date. This paper uses a detailed audit trail transactions dataset to investigate whether market makers in the CBOT Treasury bond futures market, who may have had superior knowledge of customer order flow, exploited such informational advantage in their trading and profited from LTCM's weakness when it faced binding margin constraints.
The term "front running" refers to a situation in which a trader, knowing that an order is about to come in, trades in the same direction before the anticipated order is executed. The front runner plans to unwind her position afterwards and hopes to profit through the price impact of the expected order. In microstructure models (e.g., Admati and Pfleiderer (1991) , Fishman and Longstaff (1992) , Pagano and Roell (1992) , Danthine and Moresi (1998) ), a front runner is usually a dual trader who trades on her own account in the same direction prior to executing her customer's order. In this paper, front running is defined in a broader sense and refers to trading in the same direction by a market maker ahead of any observed customer's order. While front running by a trader against her own customers violates CFTC and exchange rules, front running based on signals observable in the trading pit about other incoming customer orders is legal. 1 The case of LTCM raises some very interesting and broad issues about trading behavior and market mechanisms in the microstructure framework. Canonical models in the microstructure literature (e.g., Glosten and Milgrom (1985) , Kyle (1985) , Easley and O'Hara (1987) ) assume that market makers are uninformed and behave competitively. In recent years, several empirical studies have documented that market makers do have some market power or informational advantages in trading. For example, Christie and Schultz (1994) observe that NASDAQ dealers may have implicitly colluded to set spreads wider than those justified by perfect competition. Manaster and Mann (1996, 1999) find that market makers have better information regarding short-term price movements, which gives them a timing advantage relative to other participants in the futures market. Madhavan and Sofianos (1998) document that NYSE market makers selectively time the size and direction of their trades. 2 The availability of transaction-by-transaction data during the LTCM crisis period offers a unique opportunity to examine whether market makers exploited their informational advantage about customer order flow when LTCM was financially distressed. Although the data do not reveal the true identities of clearing firms and traders, I find one large clearing firm (coded "PI7") with large customer orders during the crisis period which closely match various features of LTCM's trades executed through Bear Stearns, including trade size, pattern and timing. By examining the market making behavior and patterns of PI7 customer order flow (as a proxy for LTCM orders) during the crisis, I test the following null hypotheses: (1) market makers did not engage in front running against the presumed LTCM orders when LTCM was financially distressed; (2) market makers made zero abnormal profits during the crisis; and (3) there were no changes in market liquidity, trading behavior and profitability after the recapitalization. This paper is the first empirical study to uncover strong evidence of front running behavior by market makers, based on their informational advantages about customer order flow and the trading environment. By examining how the binding margin constraints faced by one large market participant alter other traders' trading behavior, this study also contributes to the existing literature on the impact of margin constraints on asset prices and trading strategies. 3 I find that trades by PI7 customers as well as other customers had an unusually large price impact during the crisis. More importantly, I find that market makers (also called "locals" in the futures pit), in the aggregate, traded on their own accounts in the same direction just one or two minutes before PI7 customer orders were executed.
Moreover, the extent of locals' front running against PI7 customer trades during the crisis was much larger than that against all other off-exchange customers during the same period, as well as that against PI7 customers during the first half of the year. It is also interesting to notice that front running was even stronger after the consortium's rescue, which could be explained by herding and overreaction by locals who expected LTCM to continue unwinding its positions. Furthermore, market makers who traded with PI7 as contra parties engaged in significant front running, but there is no evidence of front running for market makers who executed orders for PI7 customers.
Having established the evidence of front running, I then examine whether market makers made abnormal profits during the crisis. I calculate the daily profits/losses during the crisis period for each of the 437 active market makers. I find that a significant percentage of market makers made abnormal profits on most of the days during the crisis.
Their aggregate abnormal profits before the rescue, however, were more than offset by the abnormal losses after the rescue. Moreover, before the rescue, a market maker's cumulative abnormal profit was positively correlated to both her relative trading frequency as contra party with PI7 and to the intensity of her front running, but these relationships turned negative after the rescue. Front running against PI7 customers did not appear profitable to market makers as a whole group over the entire crisis period.
The overall evidence presented in this study shows that non-fundamental speculators, who possess no private information on fundamental asset values but have superior knowledge of the market environment, tend to chase trends and lose money after market "overreactions" are corrected, consistent with Madrigal (1996) . It also suggests that the recapitalization by the LTCM's creditors effectively helped LTCM avoid "fire sale" trading by restoring its margin, and therefore reversed the profitability of speculative trading by market makers.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. In Section I, I discuss the setting of the LTCM crisis in more detail and describe the trading mechanism in the CBOT Treasury bond futures pit. Section II outlines the dataset used in this study and discusses the procedure followed to discern possible LTCM's trades in the data. In Section III, I examine the market liquidity during the crisis and the price impact of PI7 customers' trades. Section IV establishes the main results regarding the occurrence of front running behavior. Section V investigates the aggregate profitability of market makers during the crisis and also presents cross-sectional tests of the relation between front running and profitability. Section VI concludes the paper.
I. The LTCM Case and the Treasury Bond Futures Market

A.
The LTCM Case
In the late summer of 1998, as prices on equity and corporate bond markets plummeted, U.S. Treasury bond prices soared in a flight of capital to quality, pushing the yield to as low as 4.71% on Oct. 5, the lowest level for any comparable long-term Floor traders who trade on their own accounts (also called "locals") play the role of market makers and provide liquidity to the market. 6 In the pit, market makers do not quote explicit bid-ask spreads. Instead, price almost always moves by just one tick, most of which can be considered the effective bid-ask spread. Besides locals, there are also many floor brokers acting on behalf of off-exchange customers or brokerage firms.
Locals' trades and customers' trades are the two major types of trades. As soon as a local opens a new position (either long or short), she will attempt to close out the position at a favorable price and make a profit. At the conclusion of the trading day, she hopes to be without any open position, i.e., to be "flat". On the other hand, off-exchange customers are often hedgers who trade futures to reduce some pre-existing risk exposure.
They usually trade through brokerage firms. Besides, brokerage firms and some other exchange members may also trade for hedging purposes.
To trade in the futures market, a trader must establish an account with a clearing firm. Subsequent to posting an initial margin, she must also maintain a maintenance margin to ensure her performance against the obligations of the futures contract. At the end of each trading day, a trader's daily profits (losses) are credited (debited) to her account by marking-to-market. If her account balance falls below the maintenance margin, she will be asked to deposit enough funds to bring the account back up to the initial margin level. Because margins represent a very small portion of a trader's total market exposure, T-bond futures positions are highly leveraged transactions. 6 Unlike specialists on NYSE, market makers on NASDAQ, or dealers on other exchanges, futures floor traders are not obliged to provide quotes or even be present. 7 For example, the minimum initial margin required by CBOT for a T-bond futures contract (worth $100,000) may be just $2,160 and the minimum maintenance margin may be as little as $1,600. A clearing firm may require margins in excess of the minimum amounts specified by the exchange.
II. Data and Methodology
The data used in this study consist of audit trail transaction records from the CBOT Treasury bond futures pit during 1998. 8 The data include identifiers for the buying trader and the selling trader, the clearing firms they are affiliated with, and the time and price for each transaction. They also include a customer type indicator (CTI)
indicating whether each trade is performed for a market maker's (or local's) personal account (CTI 1), for the account of the trader's clearing firm (CTI 2), for any other exchange member (CTI 3), or on behalf of an outside customer (CTI 4). For example, if a commercial clearing member's floor trader executes a trade for that firm, it will be denoted as a CTI 2 trade, while trades for other exchange members' accounts will be categorized as CTI 3 trades. Following Manaster and Mann (1999) , these four types of trades may be simply called "local trades", "commercial trades", "hedger trades" and "customer trades" respectively.
The data include over five million futures transaction records, more than 97% of which involve front-month contracts.
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Therefore, only transactions in front-month contracts are examined in this paper. I define Sept. 2 through Oct. 15, 1998 as the crisis period. Besides the audit trail data, I also use the publicly available Time and Sales data that record all price changes (second-by-second) for the T-bond futures contracts in 1998. This treatment adds some noise to the data and may impart a downward bias to the strength of the empirical evidence in this paper.
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10 The big net selling on Sept. 11 and 14 in Figure 1 was more likely from LTCM after meeting margin calls than from other customers of Bear Stearns. Anecdotal evidence suggests that, when trades diverged, LTCM's philosophy was to simply hang on and wait until the spread converged back again. Only under binding margin constraints as a result of widened yield difference was LTCM forced to unwind its short position in T-bond futures. Once the margin requirement was met and the price dropped, LTCM was likely to go short again to resume its trading strategy.
III. PI7 Customers' Trades and Market Depth
Since a front runner usually plans to unwind her position after the expected customer order is executed and hopes to profit through the price impact of the customer order, I first examine market depth and the price impact of PI7 customers' trades during the crisis, in a way similar to Manaster and Mann (1996) .
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To analyze the price impact of PI7 customers' net order flow during the crisis, I
perform a conditional depth regression by controlling for all other customers' aggregate net order flow. 
where the error terms are corrected for second order autocorrelation. The regression result is reported in the second column of Table II . The coefficients of (LTNOF t /1000) and (OCNOF t /1000) are both significantly positive, but the magnitude of PI7 customers' price impact is smaller than that of all other customers during the rest of the year and the 11 While bid-ask spread is another measure of liquidity widely examined by numerous studies (e.g., Bessembinder (1994) , Christie and Schultz (1994, 1999) , Huang and Stoll (1996) , etc.), O'Hara (1995) points out that price revisions may provide a more accurate reflection of the "costs" of trading (or illiquidity). Kyle (1985) shows that market depth, or the inverse of the price response to customer order flow, is inversely proportional to the information asymmetry between market makers and customers.
difference is statistically significant (based on an F-test). In economic terms, an increase of one thousand contracts in PI7 customers' net order flow would normally cause the contract price to increase by about $6.1 in the same minute (because T-bond futures price is quoted for a bond with face value of $100 and each contract has a face value of $100,000), while an increase of one thousand contracts in all other customers' net order flow would normally cause the contract price to increase by about $10.6. This might suggest that, before the crisis, PI7 customers had better trading skills than other customers so that their price impact was about 40 percent lower.
Moreover, the coefficients of D*(LTNOF t /1000) and D*(OCNOF t /1000), which capture respectively the abnormal price impact of PI7 customers and all other customers during the crisis period, are also positive and significant. This evidence shows that both PI7 customers and all other customers had an abnormally large price impact during the crisis. Since market depth is just the inverse of the price impact coefficients, it also means that the market depth was reduced and the market liquidity was unusually low during the crisis. More interestingly, one should note that during the crisis period, PI7
customers actually had a larger abnormal price impact than all other customers, the difference between the two coefficients is significant at 10% level. Specifically, when PI7 customers increased their net order flow by one thousand contracts in any minute during the crisis period, the contract price would rise $11.5 more than usual, higher than the abnormal price impact of $7.8 caused by an increase of one thousand contracts in other customers' net order flow. Since PI7 customers' trades during the crisis were not likely to be perceived as containing superior information, the evidence suggests that they were unable to execute trades in a way to avoid excess price impact at that time.
I repeat the regression in (1) for the two sub-periods of the crisis: before rescue (Sept. 2 -Sept. 28) and after rescue (Sept. 29 -Oct. 15) by redefining the dummy variable correspondingly. The results are shown in the third and fourth column of Table   II . In the third column, the difference between the coefficients of the two interaction terms is very significant, showing that PI7 customers had an abnormal price impact almost five times larger than that of all other customers in September before the rescue.
On the other hand, in the fourth column, although the two interaction terms' coefficients are both larger than those in the third column, the difference between them is very small.
The overall evidence shows that PI7 customers as well as all other customers had an abnormally large price impact during the crisis and the market was illiquid. The finding of low liquidity for the distressed trader is consistent with both Brunnermeier and
Pedersen (2003) and Pritsker (2003) . Before the rescue, trades by PI7 customers had an abnormal price impact almost five times larger than that of all other customers.
Moreover, after the rescue, PI7 customers and other customers had an even greater price impact than before the rescue, yet the difference between PI7 customers and other customers in price impact is not statistically significant. The increased magnitude of the abnormal price impact by PI7 customers and other customers suggests that market liquidity was further reduced after the rescue, which may result from increased speculative activities by locals against PI7 customers.
IV. Occurrence of Front Running Behavior
The main focus of this paper is to examine how market makers traded against presumed LTCM orders in the T-bond future market during its crisis. More specifically, I examine whether market makers exploited their superior information about the customer order flow by timing their own trades ahead of PI7 customers, or in other words, front running. Any market maker who knows that an order is "overhanging the market" can exploit this information in the short run, even if she has no superior information about the fundamental value of the security.
As market makers expected LTCM to be a large net buyer of T-bond futures contracts due to increasingly binding margin constraints and thus to push the futures price higher, they clearly had an incentive to cumulate net long positions before the LTCM's orders were placed. Therefore, it may be possible to observe the net order flow of these market participants preceding the net order flow of PI7 customers. Market makers who are well informed about the customer order flow and highly proximate to the price setting process are more likely to time their trades than other types of traders to exploit the opportunity, thus I mainly focus on the trades by market makers during the crisis.
Since the market makers' advantage is in observing highly short-lived signals, front running, if it exists, would also occur over a very short time horizon, for example, within a few minutes before the customer orders are executed. 
where the error terms are corrected for fourth order autocorrelation. The result is shown in Table III . The significantly positive coefficients on lead terms t+1 and t+2 suggest that locals' net order flow preceded PI7 customers' net order flow by about two minutes.
Every increase of one contract in net purchase by PI7 customers in minute t+1 would cause an increase of 0.1004 contract in locals' net order flow in minute t during the crisis.
Since customers' trades were executed.
To find out whether the locals' trades in minute t were also closely related to the PI7 customers' trades observed in the preceding minutes, I include four lagged terms
LTNOF − (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) as well as four lead terms in Model 3. The coefficients on the lagged terms are mostly negative and insignificant, while the coefficients on the first two lead terms remain positive and significant. This suggests that locals' trades preceded PI7 customers' orders by no more than three minutes, and they did not mimic PI7 customers' trades after observing their orders.
The evidence so far has indicated that locals engaged in front running against PI7 customers during the crisis. However, it is not clear yet whether the locals also front ran all other off-exchange customers' orders. Therefore, I next include all other customers' net order flow (CTI 4) into the regressions. Model 4 includes the lead terms for both PI7 customers' net order flow (
LTNOF + , i = 1, 2, 3, 4) and all other customers' net order flow (
OCNOF + , i = 1, 2, 3, 4). The positive and significant coefficients of 1, 2, 3, 4) show that the front running by locals occurred with respect to all other customers as well. However, by comparing the magnitude of the coefficients of
* with those of LTNOF t +1 * , LTNOF t +2 * respectively, I find that locals' front running against PI7 customers was far more severe than against all other customers.
The differences between the two sets of coefficients are both significant (the F-test results are not reported here). While an increase of one contract in the net order flow of all other customers in minute t+1 and t+2 would cause the locals' net order flow in minute t to rise by 0.0349 and 0.0287 contract respectively, an increase in PI7 customers' net order flow in minute t+1 and t+2 would cause the locals to increase their net order flow by 0.1543 and 0.0906 contract respectively. In other words, the extent of front running against PI7 customers was more than four times as large as that against all other customers. Model 5 includes the lagged and the lead terms for PI7 customers as well as all other customers.
The results are similar: locals did not chase customers' order flow. On the contrary, their trades preceded customers' orders. During the crisis, front running occurred to all customers, but it was much more severe for PI7 customers than for all others.
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To find out whether front running prevailed in other periods besides the crisis period, I repeat these regressions for the first six months of 1998. This period was relatively calm and is used as a comparison period. The results are quite different for the comparison period (see Table IV ). The signs and magnitude of the coefficients suggest that front running still occurred to all other customers within a few minutes prior to their order execution, but it was not the same case for PI7 customers. In fact, coefficients of LTNOF t +1 * are negative in all models. On the other hand, coefficients of LTNOF t −1 * are positive and significant, which actually suggests that locals mimicked PI7 customers'
trades during the first half of the year.
I also repeat the front running regressions for two sub-periods of the crisis period:
before rescue (Sept. 2 -Sept. 28) and after rescue (Sept. 29 -Oct. 15). The results are reported in Table V . For simplicity, only results using Model 2 and 4 are reported. I find the extent of front running to be even greater after the rescue than before the rescue. One possible explanation is that more locals joined the herd in front running after the rescue, as they expected LTCM to continue unwinding its positions.
So far I have examined the front running behavior by the locals trading on their own accounts at the aggregate level. However, these locals may be heterogeneous in terms of the amount of private information they had about LTCM as well as about the general market conditions. Therefore, I sort out those locals who executed PI7
customers' orders and those locals who traded against PI7 customers' orders as contra parties at least once during September and October of 1998. These two subsets of locals might possess more accurate information about the incoming LTCM orders and thus might time their own trades more precisely than others.
There are 29 locals who executed orders for PI7 customers and also traded on their own accounts during the two crisis months. It seems that PI7 customer orders were placed by a small group of locals who maintained a stable relationship with the firm. On the other hand, there are 301 locals who acted as the contra parties of PI7 customers' trades, accounting for more than 60% of the locals frequently trading in the market. During the crisis, market makers were very likely to be able to infer LTCM-specific order flow information from the sound level in the pit, from traders' identities, and from traders' facial expressions and other body languages. Such informational advantages allowed them to time their own trades right ahead of PI7 customers' trades.
V. Profitability Analyses
A. Aggregate Profitability for All Active Locals
Since there is strong evidence of front running by the locals against presumed LTCM trades, a natural question arises: did the locals make abnormal profits by front running? In this section, I focus on those active locals and track the profits/losses of the trades on their personal accounts during the crisis period. Since much anecdotal evidence suggests that market makers close out their positions by the end of each day and do not carry significant inventory overnight (e.g., Kuserk and Locke (1993) , Manaster and Mann (1996) , Coval and Shumway (2001a, 2001b) ), I assume zero inventory for each local at the beginning of each trading day and evaluate her performance on a daily basis.
I calculate daily profits/losses for each local as in Coval and Shumway (2001b) .
Specifically, I multiply the difference between purchase and sales prices by quantities to get a profit figure for each local at each point in time, and add the market value of any inventory, calculated as the current price times the number of contracts outstanding, to each local's running profit figure to generate a total profit variable for any time of the day. The end-of-the-day profit is therefore the daily profit after marking to market.
To arrive at an abnormal daily profit figure for each active local, I adopt several alternative benchmarks as "normal" daily profit. The first benchmark is each local's mean daily profit during the whole year. I subtract this figure from her daily profit during the crisis period to get an estimate of her abnormal daily profit. The second benchmark is each local's median daily profit during the year, which would be more appropriate if a local's daily profit distribution is skewed. Moreover, since locals' daily profit may be closely related to the total trading volume in the pit on the particular day, I
also compute a volume-adjusted benchmark profit for each local. Specifically, I regress each local's daily profit series on the daily pit trading volume series, and the fitted values are expected daily profit series for each local trader, adjusting for pit volume. This volume-adjusted expected daily profit series is used as the third benchmark.
I examine the distribution of abnormal profits among all active locals during the crisis using these three alternative benchmarks. If a local's profit (loss) on a particular day is at least two standard deviations away from the benchmark used, the abnormal profit (loss) is considered significant. To see whether a majority of the active locals made abnormal profits during the crisis, I record the number of locals who experienced abnormal profits (losses) and significant abnormal profits (losses) on each day as percentages of total number of active locals in the pit. I also calculate the dollar amount of the total abnormal profits (losses) in the pit for each day during that period. of locals with significant abnormal loss, however, is not significant. Moreover, these two series fluctuate together from day to day, largely depending on the magnitude of price changes during the day. For example, on days when there were large price movements such as Sept. 10 (margin call day), 11, 21 (margin call day), Oct. 5, 7, 8, and 9, both percentages of locals with significant abnormal profits and percentages of locals with significant abnormal losses are larger than on other days. The last three columns report total abnormal profits, total abnormal losses, and net abnormal profits (the sum of total abnormal profits and total abnormal losses) for all active locals in thousands of dollars. It is interesting to note that there were big downward price movements around Oct. 7 -9, 1998 and locals suffered enormous losses during these days. Such dramatic changes about ten days after the rescue of LTCM indicate that the market finally started to realize its overreaction by that time and market beliefs also shifted as a result. This price pattern is consistent with Brunneremeier and Pedersen (2003) that predatory trading against a distressed trader leads to price overshooting.
In Figures 2, 3 and 4, I plot the cumulative abnormal profits for all active locals, using mean daily profit, median daily profit and volume-adjusted expected profit as benchmark respectively. Figures 2 and 3 show that the cumulative abnormal profit for market makers as a whole group was modestly positive in September but turned sharply down into the negative territory later in October. In Figure 4 , the cumulative abnormal profit appears to be smaller than in Figures 2 and 3 .
The overall evidence suggests that market makers did seem to profit from LTCM's weakness during the early period of the crisis. However, after the recapitalization of LTCM, especially by the time when the market realized it overreaction and started to correct itself, locals' speculative trading turned unprofitable and the abnormal losses more than offset their initial gains. Such a pattern may result from herding and "overshooting" by locals when they continued to front run LTCM after the rescue. Since locals' speculative trades were based on their superior knowledge of the market environment rather than about the asset fundamentals, this evidence on profitability is consistent with Madrigal (1996) model in which non-fundamental speculators appear to chase trends and lose money after market overreactions.
B. Cross-sectional Relationship Between Front Running and Abnormal Profits
The previous analyses show that locals in the aggregate engaged in front running, and that their cumulative abnormal profits were positive before the rescue but dropped sharply to negative after the rescue. To shed some light on the relation between front running and profitability, I further examine the cross-sectional front running behavior and its relation to profitability variation. For each of the 437 active locals j, I first calculate a "front running measure" frm j = β j1 + β j2 + β j3 , where β j1 , β j2 and βj 3 are obtained from a volume-adjusted front running regression in the following form:
where lNOF jt * is the prewhitened net order flow for local j in minute t, LTNOF t i + * is the prewhitened net order flow for PI7 customers in minute t+i, and vol j is the average trading volume for local j in any minute throughout the year. To control for the possible effect on the beta coefficients of different trading volume across the locals, I standardize the net order flow for local j by her average volume in a minute in (7). The sum of the first three coefficients from the regression (frm j ) is used as a proxy for the degree of front running by local j. The fourth coefficient is excluded because the results from Section IV suggest that front running occurred one to three minutes before PI7 customers' trading.
I then perform a cross-sectional regression of locals' cumulative abnormal profits (cap) during the crisis period on their front running measures (frm). Here abnormal profit is defined as a local's daily profit minus her median daily profit during the year. 15 I also perform the regression for two sub-periods: Sept. 2 -Sept. 28 and Sept. 28 -Oct. 15. 15 Again, results using the other two benchmarks are very similar and therefore omitted here.
The results are reported in Panel A of Table VIII . For the entire crisis period, the front running measure is positively associated with the cumulative abnormal profit, however the relation is not significant. Moreover, the relationship between front running and profitability was positive before the rescue but turned negative after the rescue, although both coefficients are insignificant. In economic terms, if a local increased her degree of front running in any minute by one standard deviation, her cumulative abnormal profit before the rescue would be increased by about 4.5% standard deviation. On the other hand, in the after-rescue period, a local's cumulative abnormal profit would be reduced by about 5.8% standard deviation if she increased her degree of front running by one standard deviation.
Besides front running, one may suspect that a local's tie with PI7 as contra party could also affect her abnormal profits during the crisis. One proxy for the tie with PI7 is a local's trading frequency with PI7 as contra party. For example, a local who traded with PI7 80% of the time during the crisis was probably better informed about LTCM's trades than a local who traded with PI7 only 5% of the time. Therefore, I add another explanatory variable freq, defined as the number of CTI 1 trades with PI7 divided by the total number of CTI 1 trades by a local. The results are shown in Panel B of Table VIII. For the whole crisis period, there is a negative and insignificant relation between freq and a local's cumulative abnormal profit. In the first sub-period, the coefficients of freq and frm are both positive, which indicates that a local profited from front running and from a close tie with PI7 before the rescue. Interestingly, although the coefficient of frm is not significant, the coefficient of freq is highly significant, which suggests locals with closer relationships with PI7 might have had more accurate information about LTCM's trades than other locals, and therefore extracted higher abnormal profits. However, in the second sub-period, both coefficients turned negative, especially the coefficient of freq, which shows that both front running and high trading frequency with PI7 actually hurt the profitability after the rescue. The evidence that locals with close relationships with PI7 suffered greater losses afterwards suggests that their trading strategies were driven by trend chasing rather than by knowledge of the asset fundamentals, and therefore did not respond in a timely way to the dramatic changes in market conditions after the rescue.
To further investigate the possible impact of change in front running behavior on profitability, I also track the profitability for four different types of locals, based on their front running behavior before and after the rescue. In particular, for the two sub-periods, I sort all active locals into two groups respectively, those with front running measures during the corresponding sub-period above the median (denoted by 1) and those with front running measures below the median (denoted by 2). I then take the four different combinations: type (1,1), type (1,2), type (2,1) and type (2,2), where type (1,1) consists of locals who were aggressive in front running in both sub-periods, type (1,2) consists of locals who were aggressive front runners before the rescue, but not so after the rescue, and so on. The results are shown in Figure 5 . Figure 5 indicates that front running was profitable in the first sub-period. Type
(1,1) had the highest abnormal profits before the rescue, while type (2,2) had the worst performance. However, such pattern was reversed in the second sub-period, when type (2,2) turned out to outperform all other types, especially type (1,1). Type (1,2) and type (2,1) fell between the two extreme types. During the entire period, locals who were aggressive front runners did not seem to be able to make abnormal profits persistently.
Finally, I also track the performances of four front running groups. Specifically, I
construct four quartiles based on locals' front running measures in the two sub-periods respectively. Four front running groups are formed so that Group 1 contains the most aggressive front runners and Group 4 contains the least aggressive locals in both subperiods. A local may fall into different groups in the two sub-periods if she changed her intensity of front running after the rescue. The results are reported in Figure 6 . The results in Table VIII and Figures 5-6 provide an explanation for the aggregate patterns in Figures 2, 3 , and 4. They suggest that locals' speculative trading was modestly profitable in the early period of the crisis, but turned unprofitable after the market started to correct its overreactions. The recapitalization by LTCM's creditors successfully helped LTCM avoid a "fire sale' liquidation of its assets, and therefore reversed the profitability of speculative trading by market makers.
C. Caveats
One limitation of the profitability analyses so far is that locals' daily profitability is marked to market based on an important assumption: each local starts with zero inventory at the beginning of each day. While this may be true in practice under most circumstances, one might challenge its validity for the crisis period. In the LTCM case, the T-bond futures price was widely expected to move up, so it was possible that at least some aggressive locals became willing to carry some inventory overnight. If this was true, then the profitability analyses may be biased. For example, on day t, if a local was assumed to start with zero inventory but she actually was long 50 contracts, then her profit figure for day t was inaccurate, with a bias equal to the change in closing price from day t-1 to day t, times 50 contracts carried over from day t-1. Moreover, such bias would exist until the true end-of-day inventory goes back to zero.
Since the data record all transactions with identifiers for each trading party, an alternative measure is considered. Specifically, I assume zero position at the beginning of the front month period and track each local's end-of-day inventory on each day and calculate daily profits with the inventory rolled over. 16 However, this alternative measure has its own biases too, mainly because locals often execute trades for each other and one cannot tell such trades from the data. For example, if local A asked local B on day t to buy 50 contracts on her behalf, the trade would be recorded as a trade by local B on behalf of another exchange member (CTI 3) rather than a CTI 1 trade by local A.
Therefore, local A might appear to be short 50 contracts under this measure when she actually had closed out her positions. Again, the daily profit calculated this way would differ from the true profit figure by the change in closing prices times the inventory bias.
To make things worse, the bias would be rolled over to all the subsequent days.
For reasons discussed above, it is not surprising that the profitability figures under different assumptions can be somehow different. However, the main findings using the alternative measure remain basically unchanged: the aggregate profitability took a dive to the negative territory after the rescue, and a local's tie with PI7 was positively associated with her profitability before the rescue, but no so afterwards.
17
This paper focuses on the results under the zero inventory assumption, for the following reasons. First, although the zero inventory assumption has some limitations, the potential biases caused by the alternative measure may be greater due to the persistent nature of inventory rollover. To see this, I check the mean of the absolute values of inventory across locals during the front month period under the alternative measure. The mean series gradually increases up to the last day of the front month period, which seems unrealistic because locals are unlikely to keep large inventory (either long or short) when a contract is soon to expire. Second, the risk of holding overnight inventory is influenced by margin funding costs. Even though some locals appear to carry some inventory overnight, the magnitude of inventory is still small relative to their daily trading volumes during the crisis. Finally, since the zero inventory assumption is widely adopted in the literature, using the same assumption in this paper makes the profitability results more comparable to those in other studies.
VI. Conclusion
In the existing literature, there is relatively little empirical evidence on market makers' trading behavior, largely due to lack of detailed transactions data. This paper uses an audit trail transactions dataset to examine the occurrence of front running behavior in the T-bond futures market during the LTCM crisis. The availability of transactions data for the crisis period provides a unique opportunity to investigate 17 Results of the profitability analyses using the alternative measure are available upon request.
whether market makers exploited their informational advantage about customer order flow in trading for their own accounts when LTCM was financially distressed.
Although traders' true identities are concealed in the dataset, I find strong evidence that market makers in the aggregate engaged in front running against customer orders from a particular clearing firm "PI7", which closely match various characteristics of LTCM trades through Bear Stearns during the crisis. Specifically, market makers traded ahead of PI7 customer orders in the same direction by just one or two minutes.
During the crisis period, PI7 customer orders had an unusually high price impact and the market liquidity was low. In the aggregate, locals made modest abnormal profits from their speculative trades before the rescue. However, as they continued front running, their initial abnormal profits were more than offset by abnormal losses realized after the rescue. This evidence suggests that the recapitalization effectively relaxed the margin constraints for LTCM and wiped out the profitability of front running.
Although this paper is a case study of front running behavior, the empirical evidence presented here has broad implications regarding the role of market makers and the impact of margin constraints on trading behavior. The findings that market makers attempted to exploit their superior information about customer order flow by front running calls into question the conventional assumption of uninformed and competitive market makers in most microstructure models. The evidence also sheds some light on the probable effect of central bank involvement if conditions like the LTCM crisis were to recur. If front running is common, it could significantly affect the asset pricing process, and could also make margin constraints more costly to the affected traders. Further research effort might explore the extent to which this is the case. This figure shows cumulative net buys from customers of clearing firm "PI7" (on left scale) and T-bond futures price (on right scale) during September and October of 1998. Date labels are points in time, e.g. the space between 9/1 and 9/2 represents events on 9/1, and so on. Holidays and weekends are excluded. 9/2 9/3 9/4 9/8 9/9 9/10 9/11 9/14 9/15 9/16 9/17 9/18 9/21 9/22 9/23 9/24 9/25 9/28 9/29 9/30 10/1 10/2 10/5 10/6 10/7 10/8 10/9 10/13 10/14 10/15 9/2 9/3 9/4 9/8 9/9 9/10 9/11 9/14 9/15 9/16 9/17 9/18 9/21 9/22 9/23 9/24 9/25 9/28 9/ 
